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Solutions Brief

graspCLOUD
Cloud Hosting and Infrastructure for TMCs, Agencies, and CTDs 

The inability to access systems remotely or over the internet
Having too many or too few servers when travel volume dips and spikes 
Generic cloud providers are not fine-tuned for the travel industry or are too complex 
Many hosting companies may not deeply understand how travel industry-specific back offices,
GDS, booking systems, and CRMs integrate or transmit data between systems  

The Challenge  
 
Business growth can be hindered by infrastructure limitations: 

Solutions Crafted by Travel Agency Veterans 
 

Specialists with Decades of Experience Working Inside Travel Agencies  
Grasp's travel industry specialists understand the unique challenges of running a travel agency and are
here to help you navigate industry systems. Our team of travel technology experts is on hand to
provide you with the support and guidance you need. 
 
Optimal Performance Versus Generic Hosting Providers 
Although some agencies may already work with cloud hosting vendors, Grasp customers report that
graspCLOUD significantly improves performance. The infrastructure is flexible and scalable to meet the
demands of an ever-changing business landscape. Experience the peace of mind that comes with
reliable, high-quality hosting. 

Traditional cloud hosting vendors may focus too much on serving large enterprises and are unable to
optimally configure systems for your specific needs. Don't settle for subpar or generic hosting; upgrade
to graspCLOUD and experience the difference firsthand. 



About Grasp
We transform your data into insights.

Founded in 1996, Grasp Technologies provides data management, reporting, and virtual payment solutions. 
We help fast growing and Fortune 500 companies, TMCs, agencies, and CTDs get more out of their data. 

Learn more at GraspTech.com

Solutions for Office, Hybrid, and Remote Work Environments   

Embrace Flexibility and Boost Your Productivity 
The days of being tethered to your desk or having agents tied to specific locations are gone; today,
flexibility and adaptability are key to success. Whether you're working in an office, hybrid, or remote
setting, graspCLOUD is secure and reliable, providing accessibility to agency tools such as GDS, back
office, printers, and CRM. 

Scale Your Business with Ease 
No two agencies are alike; whether you're a boutique agency with a handful of top agents or a large
agency with over 100, graspCLOUD can benefit your business. graspCLOUD is designed to meet the
unique needs of lean teams to large organizations, providing the peace of mind that comes from
knowing your technology is secure and accessible. 

Enjoy the benefits of cloud hosting, such as scalability, automatic backups, and improved accessibility,
and avoid letting technical difficulties hinder your business goals. 

Be More Future-Proof

Focus on Your Business: Let Experts Handle the Infrastructure, Security, and Backups  
Grasp's cloud hosting effortlessly manages sudden volume surges, keeping your agency on track. This
powerful cloud hosting and infrastructure solution is designed for increased security and flexibility.
Backups, advanced security, and firewall protection highly reduce the chances of unwanted intrusions
and help you better prepare for disaster recovery.  

Revolutionize your Agency's Cloud Strategy 
We understand that travel systems tend to change, with graspCLOUD, you can more easily migrate
and embrace new tech stacks, to keep up with the cutting edge. The Grasp cloud hosting service is
designed to adapt to changes in your agency's technology, ensuring you're ahead of the game. 

graspCLOUD is reliable, scalable, and flexible - making it the perfect choice for any agency looking to
stay ahead of the curve.
 
Unleash your potential with graspCLOUD: The ultimate solution for agency freedom and flexibility. 

https://grasptech.com/

